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Abstract

Currently, the direction of computer technology in the automotive industry is developing strongly. One of the newest areas is the
driver assistance system. One of its main functions is the all-round visibility. It allows you to create a view of the car from above,
and it is possible to display from different viewing angles using images from four cameras placed on all sides of the car. There are
a large number of solutions in this area, but they are usually specific to different types of equipment. In this paper we will consider
the Circular view algorithm on the embedded tda3xx Board.
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1. Introduction

There are multiple solutions for birds eye view and lens distortion correction implementation ([1] and [2]). Main
goal in all of them is to create a lookup table for each pixel in an image mapped to original image pixel. Mentioned
studies use mainly OpenCV (see [3] and [4]) or similar algorithms for camera calibration. In case of image stitching
Alpha Blending [5] or specialized blending formulas (see [6]), or invariant features ( in [7]) are used. There is a
direct project from Texas Instruments [8], that utilizes specialized TDA3 resources but requires a lot of technical data
about cameras and lenses, which is usually not provided by hardware manufacturers. External calibration requires
additional software and specially trained staff. These features must be taken into account when building Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) ([9], [10]).
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Fig. 1. Lens distortion correction examples using different coefficient calculation methods.

1.1. TDA3xx features and resources

TDA3xx platform is specialized to work with video data on vehicles. Cortex M4 is used to control resources,
usually algorithms are not implemented on it because of it low performance. All specialized resources are configured
using this central processing unit (CPU). One of the main TDA3xx advantages its Imaging Sub System (ISS). It
allows performing basic image operations bypassing any calculations on other processors. It is a key component
for our algorithm development. ISS consists of three modules. Camera Abstraction Layer (CAL), this module is
responsible for data transfer from sensor to board. Image Signal Processor (ISP), allows basic transformations such as
white balance, auto exposure and de-bayering. Still Image Coprocessor (SIMCOP) is responsible for Lens Distortion
Correction (LDC) and for Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM). First function is implemented using lookup tables
(LUT) and second using homography matrices. Simultaneous usage of these functions is not advised because it leads
to artifacts on image. Algorithms calculation on TDA3xx are usually performed on digital signal processor (DSP) c66x
or EVE vector coprocessor. In our task only single DSP was used which may lead to price decrease due to exclusion
of vector coprocessors. DSP c66x processors, though not very powerful (600 MHz frequency and poorly perform on
floating point numbers have several features such as ability to perform eight multiplication in single operation and
load balancing between two arithmetic blocks). For successful parallelization, several conditions must be met. These
restrictions were heavily considered during development of our algorithm.

2. Proposed solution

Surround view algorithms consists of three parts:

• External and internal parameter acquisition or calibration.
• Transformation construction for birds eye view and wide-angle lens barrel effect correction.
• Stitching four transformed images into one.

2.1. Calibration

To implement correct birds eye view image it is necessary to determine camera intrinsic parameters, such as focal
length, resolution and distortion coefficients. These parameters are mainly needed to correct wide-angle lens barrel
effect that are used for field of view intersection with neighboring cameras. These parameters cant be easily acquired
externally, and several experiments must be made, to provide sufficient data for OpenCV calibration library [11].
This solution has several disadvantages that do not allow using it in already established car manufacturing process.
This calibration assumes creation of multiple chessboard snapshots under different points of view and requires some
knowledge in optics. This method is very difficult to automate and shorten. We found that solution that is more
acceptable would be calibrating single lens and further usage of these parameters in all future installments. Obvious
advantage would be lack of intrinsic calibration and therefore no need of addition software and experts, but in this
case, image quality would we significantly less (Fig. 1).

Where first image on the left is the result of multiple image calibration and second calibration with one image, but
with predefined distortion coefficients (second on the left) are practically identical, on the other hand single image
calibration produces significant errors on image edges. They are a vital area where all images are connected with each
other.
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Fig. 2. Lens distortion correction examples using different coefficient calculation methods.

We determined that some parameters, such as distortion coefficients, have insignificant effect on a resulting image.
On the other hand, parameters like optical centers can change drastically (Fig. 2). To calculate optical center parameter
one image of chessboard from each camera is sufficient. This approach can be easily automatized.

Extrinsic camera parameters can be obtained using the same single shot used for intrinsic calibration. Thus, all
necessary parameters are calibrated using the same technological process.

2.2. Transformation or lookup table acquisition

Inverse perspective mapping calculation and barrel distortion correction are highly demanding operations, but
TDA3 has a special hardaware solution SIMCOP that is specially designed to perform this kind of tasks. First task is
implemented with help of extrinsic camera parameters and homography matrix. Lookup table that contains disposition
of every pixel on an image corrects lens distortion that causes image to have straight lines where they are supposed to
be straight.

Using both function of four cameras causes an efficiency drop and produces earlier mentioned artifacts. This
problem led to creation of a special lookup table that both performed inverse perspective mapping and lens distortion
correction. For this operation, it is required to convert the homography matrix into lookup table and then combine them
into a single table. Let there be a lookup table with dispositions (dxi, dyi) for each image pixel to correct distortion.
For inverse perspective mapping there is matrix H.
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To convert result back into a lookup table we perform simple subtraction:

(dxi, dyi) = (xi − xi, yi − yi) (3)

2.3. Image stitching

We decided to use Alpha Blending algorithm that allows to combine images with gradual transition. We decided to
implement this task on a DSP C66x core but due to its poor performance with floating point numbers. For example,
floating-point number addition and multiplication can take from two to six CPU cycles in the meantime similar integer
operations can be performed up to 8 times in one cycle. This lead to modification in original algorithm. All coefficients
were converted to fixed-point format Q8. After that, we constructed a mask that contained all coefficients for every
pixel of composite image. For optimal performance on DSP it is necessary to exclude all branching paths. This led
to storage of all image pixels in mask and unconditioned traverse over all image. All these optimizations resulted in
performance increase from 1 fps to 25 fps.

Conclusions

Developed calibration algorithm can be automated without presence of any human. Resulting bird’s eye view image
construction was fully transferred to hardware solutions, which lead to decrease of load on other cores. Image stitching
algorithm was optimized for DSP cores and increased performance up to 25 times.

Current goals are to increase image resolution by optimizing work of SIMCOP. It is planned to achieve it by
combining images before passing them through hardware. In addition, it is planned the extending sensor count up to
eight for city articulated buses. Main issues are increased load due to camera count and bus deformation on turns.
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